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COVID Update,  

including plans for reopening 
 
 
I want to start this letter the way the Apostle Paul often started: 
 

Drew Poppleton, along with the staff and Consistory, all of us servants of Christ Jesus, 
 

To all the saints in Christ Jesus who are in Grand Traverse with Faith Reformed, 
 

Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
I thank my God every time I think of you and your partnership in the Gospel from the first day 
until now. You have exhibited great faith for many years, and I do not hesitate in telling others 
about God’s glory in your midst. I pray that we may continue in faithfulness, always abounding 
in grace & truth.  
 
As you know, the whole globe is in the midst of a pandemic. At the beginning of this strange 
time, we were mostly in reactionary mode—simply reacting to the new set of circumstances, 
which seemed to be changing daily. More recently, it feels as though we are proactively 
preparing for what comes next.  
 
As we navigate these unprecedented times, there is no shortage of information. It seems that 
every pastor, denomination, and ministry organization has advice for us about how we should 
think and what we should do. Suffice it to say, the deluge of information has actually made it 
more difficult to discern the right steps to take.  
 
Despite the perplexing amount of information, I feel as though a few things have become clear: 
 

• There’s no such thing as a one-size-fits-all approach to this work. Churches vary 
according to size, temperament, location, physical space, and many other characteristics. 

 
• The situation will continue to evolve. As a society, we have yet to settle into a new 

rhythm and indeed, a settled rhythm may be a long way off. Things will continue to 
change as society reopens, the disease patterns shift, and human psychology changes. 

 
Both of these realities call for us to be clear about who we are. If we are clear about who we are, 
we can chart a course without constantly comparing ourselves to other churches in our town or 
in our nation. Furthermore, if we are clear about who we are, we can find our way through the 
ever-evolving situation. 
 
With that in mind, I want to articulate ministry priorities and core values that will guide us 
through this time. I assembled these lists based on what I sensed emerging from conversations 
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with staff, leaders, and other congregants. I believe that if we can collectively agree to and 
collectively live out of a set of priorities and values, we can uniquely thrive in the midst of an 
ever-evolving situation.  
 
I want to start with core values that are specific to this time period and can be an excellent 
witness in our culture. (And before I get started, I hope it goes without saying that the Bible and 
prayer act as core values.) 
 
Core Values 

 
• Humility – in the midst of an unprecedented situation, none of us are experts, and we should be 

wary of too much certainty or confidence. Instead, this situation provides a great opportunity to 
model Christian humility in the spirit of Isaiah 55:8-9 and Philippians 2:5-11. 

• Patience – regardless of when we meet together again in large groups, we are the church and 
God is God. Therefore, we can be patient. In a culture that has grown to value instant 
gratification, we can model counterculture patience. We don’t have to rush anything as though 
our identity is at stake. We can live into Hebrews 10:25 in a multitude of other ways. We can be 
patient with a reopening process that is either slower and more clunky than we’d prefer.  

• Flexibility – flexibility for two reasons: (1) because none of us have ever done this before. We are 
having to rethink how we “do church” and we’re making it up as we go. We have to be flexible 
and graceful in the face of new experiments. (2) because this thing could change rapidly in the 
days to come. And it could change in either direction: further opening or further closing. We 
need to be flexible as we experiment, learn, and adjust. 

• Grace – we want to extend grace to one another as each person has a different view of what’s safe 
and what ought to happen. We have an opportunity to live into 1 Corinthians 8:9 by making sure 
our own sense of freedom is not a stumbling block for others. We need to understand that 
different perspectives are legitimate and be careful not to judge others for the approach they feel 
they must take—an approach that is undoubtedly evolving. 

• Sacrifice – in a culture that idolizes self, we have a tremendous opportunity to think and act on 
behalf of others. If Christ could carry a cross, we can certainly wash our hands more often and 
wear masks once in a while. 

• Unity – we live in a hyper-partisan world. In the first few weeks of this new situation, it seemed 
like the pandemic might help bring us together. However, the last few weeks have proven 
otherwise. We have an opportunity to model something different—in the words of Paul, to “lead 
a life worthy of the calling to which you have been called, with all humility and gentleness, with 
patience, bearing with one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit 
in the bond of peace.” (Eph. 4:1-3) 

 
Ministry Priorities  
 

• Relationship – we are made in, through, and for relationships. This time has led to increased 
isolation. We want to foster relational connection as best we can, even if we cannot get together. 
Moreover, we want to foster relationship with God through various means. 
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• Discipleship – Although our Sunday morning gathering is vital to our life together and we long 
for its return, we also know it serves a greater purpose: making more and better disciples of 
Jesus. We can still be doing many other things to serve that purpose. In fact, this is a great time to 
challenge any mental model that restricts “church” to a time or place. 

• Communication – the whole body suffers if there’s a lack of communication. Even if we don’t 
know the path forward, we can communicate that ambivalence. Moreover, communication can 
help craft the narrative. We all tell ourselves stories about how things are unfolding. It’s 
important to tell gospel-centric, empowering stories. 

• Experimentation – We are not the first God-followers to enter uncharted territory. The Bible is 
replete with stories of people being called into lands they know not of. In such situations, we 
must take the next faithful step, trusting God’s guidance and intervention. Only on the other side 
will we see God’s hand and claim the victory was the Lord’s 

• Proclaiming God’s Word – We want God’s Word proclaimed and taught in as many ways and 
places as possible. How can we exalt it during this time?  

 
We’re trusting that if we, as staff, leaders, and congregation, can live into these values and stress 
these priorities, we will navigate this well and God will be glorified. 
 
 
Moving Forward 
 
As we seek to find our way through the current morass via these values and priorities, it seems 
as though a preliminary plan is also emerging. Before sharing that plan, a few comments are 
necessary: 
 
First, there seems to be general agreement that we need not rush to gather in large groups 
because … 
 

(a) … nobody seems thrilled with the idea of worshipping under social distancing guidelines [i.e., 
socially distanced worship is awkward, inconvenient, and not very much like worship.]  

(b) … all the science says that lengthy, large, indoor gatherings are the last thing that should be 
reconvened during this time.   

(c) … the governmental order prohibits large, in-person gatherings. And yes, there’s a religious 
exemption, but given (a) and (b) and our desire to be good community members, it seems unwise 
to exercise the exemption as though we’re special compared to the rest of the community. 

 
Second, given some of the emerging values and priorities, and given our unique location, we 
should probably have a plan that takes advantage of small groups and outdoor spaces. 
 
That said, here’s the rough plan for phasing in:  (timing of each phase TBD; many phases will overlap) 
 

• Phase 1: Church at home and online. We are emerging from Phase 1. Not only has worship been 
online, but so have small groups, Bible studies, meetings, prayer, etc. We’re distributing emails 
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with content about missions, family discipleship at home, Psalm devotionals, etc. Our elders and 
staff are also making many contacts with people via phone and email. 

 
• Phase 2: Beginning now. 

 

     House church. As restrictions are relaxed, we encourage existing small groups to get together, 
specifically for fellowship but perhaps also to process sermons and do other elements of worship 
(still thinking about how we do Communion). Moreover, we want to organize other neighborhood 
groups, where people in certain locales (East, West, South, Peninsula) get together at people’s 
homes, perhaps for BBQ and fellowship out on a deck or in a yard). Even as we enter into latter 
phases outlined below, small groups and “house churches” could be a point of emphasis all 
summer long. They can be a gateway for unchurched neighbors to experience the body of Christ! 
 

     Opening the building. For the last two months, the office has been closed and all events 
canceled. The office will open on Tuesday, May 26 and small gatherings can take place under 
posted protocol. 

 
• Phase 3: Outdoor gatherings at Church. Since all the science says that outdoor gatherings can be 

very safe and since our church has a nice space (whether parking lot or green space), we should 
have outdoor gatherings, whether it be a Sunday worship service or a weeknight gathering. We 
will experiment with various things as the weather gets predictably warm.  

 
• Phase 4: Experiments with in-person gatherings at church. We need to phase in how these work.  

We can begin to invite more people to in-person worship recordings (or live streaming, as the 
case may be). This will allow us to experiment with how to do this best and establish protocols. 
We can start with small gatherings of 20-30 that feature families of participants, as well as ushers, 
greeters, etc. We can expand from there. We will experiment with some of this in June and be 
prepared when the time comes.  
 

• Phase 5: Multiple Weekend Church Gatherings. As we and our surrounding community grow 
comfortable with larger gatherings, we will likely have to have multiple services to accommodate 
crowds under social distancing guidelines. We will live stream every service and in general, do 
our best help those who do not feel comfortable attending. Even at this point, we will be hesitant 
to offer physical Nursery/Kids Ministry, which probably won’t happen until schools begin to 
meet. 

 
• Phase 6: New normal??  Someday? 

 
Again, all of this is preliminary. Any plan is in “wet cement” and must be adjusted to reflect 
ever-changing realities. As believers, we know that all our future plans are “Lord-willing.” 
Indeed, we pray that God’s Kingdom come and God’s will be done. 
 
Thank you for your ever-faithful encouragement and generous giving. We serve a living God, 
who continues to change lives. Please pray for your church, always remembering that you are 
the church. 
 

 


